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Let X be a metric continuum, x E X, and Y = p (X - {x}) - X. We prove that if Y is a continuum 
then Y is a decomposable continuum with one composant whenever X is not connected im 
kleinen at x. We give a sufficient condition for Y to be indecomposable. Finally we prove that Y 
is never a hereditarily indecomposable continuum although Y contains hereditarily indecompos- 
able continua whenever X is hereditarily indecomposable. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D40, 54F20 
Stone-tech compactifications non-metric continua 
hereditarily indecomposable continua indecomposable continua 
David Bellamy [l] has shown that if A is the space of non-negative reals then 
PA-A is a non-metric indecomposable continuum. Dickman [3] has given necessary 
and sufficient conditions for /3X-X to be indecomposable when X is a locally 
connected locally compact connected metric space. We consider the growth of metric 
spaces which are not locally connected. We give a sufficient condition for p( X - 
{x}) -X to be indecomposable and we show that if X is not connected im kleinen 
at x then p(X -{x}) -X is a decomposable continuum which has only one com- 
posant. In conclusion we prove that if X is a metric continuum and XE X then 
/I(X - {x}) - X is not a hereditarily indecomposable continuum; but Y contains 
hereditarily indecomposable continua whenever X is hereditarily indecomposable. 
Definitions. If X is a space then PX denotes the Stone-Tech compactification of 
X. If X is metric then PX can be identified with the collection of all maximal filters 
of closed subsets of X (zero sets or z-sets) [7]. If 0 is open in X then the set of 
all maximal filters of closed sets which contain sets which lie in 0 is a basis of 
open sets of /3X. If X is a space, A = X, then Cl, (A) denotes the closure of A in 
X, Intx(A) denotes the interior of A with respect to X, and Bd,(A) denotes the 
boundary of A in X. If X is a metric space with metric d, e > 0 and p E X then 
S%(p) = {x 1 d(x, p) < e}; (when no confusion is likely to arise S,(p) will be used to 
denote Si( p) and w will be used to denote {w}.) 
Some well-known theorems from the literature are used. They will be stated as 
they are needed. All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. A continuum is a compact 
connected Hausdorff space. 
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A continuum is said to be indecomposable if it is not the union of two of its proper 
subcontinua and hereditarily indecomposable if each of its subcontinua is indecom- 
posable. If X is a continuum and XE X then the composant of X at x is the union 
of the proper subcontinua of X which contain x. 
Definition. If X is a continuum and x E X then x is said to be a local cut point of 
X if and only if there is an open set R containing x such that R -{x} is the union 
of two mutually separated point sets so that x is a limit point of each of them. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that X is a compact space, w E X, W = X - w. Then /I W - W is 
a continuum if and only if w is not a local cut point of X. 
Proof. Suppose that w is not a local cut point of X but p W - W is not connected. 
Let Y = /3 W - W. Then Y is the union of two disjoint closed sets H and K. Then 
there exists open sets U and V in p W so that K c V, H c U, and Cl,,( U) n 
Cl,,( V) = $3. Then U n W and V n W are disjoint open sets in W and hence are 
disjoint open sets in X. Let u E U A Y and v E Vn I’. Let L, and L, be closed 
subsets of W which are elements of the ultrafilters u and u respectively so that 
L, c W n U and L, c W n V So w is a limit point in X of both L, and L,. But 
( W n Cl,,U) n ( W n Cl,,V) = 0 so w is the only point of X common to Clx( W n 
U) and Clx( W n V). If ( W n U) u ( W n V) u {w} does not contain an open set 
containing w then there is a closed set L in W which misses ( W n U) u ( W n V) 
and which has w as a limit point in X. But then Cl,,(L) n ( U u V) = 0 which is a 
contradiction to the fact that Y = U u V. Therefore there is an open set 0 lying in 
(Wn U)u(Wn V)u{w} containing w. But 0-w=(UnO)u(VnO) and w is 
a limit point of both U n 0 and of Vn 0. This contradicts the fact that w is not a 
local cut point of X. This completes one implication. 
Suppose that w is a local cut point of X. Then there is an open set R in X 
containing w so that R -{w} = Au B, A and B are mutually separated, and w E 
ClxA n ClxB. Let k be an open set in X with w E l? c Clxk c R. Since w is a limit 
point in X of both A and B it follows that A = An Cl,k and 6 = B n Cl,2 are 
non-empty and w is a limit point of both 2 - w and L? - w. But 2 and 6 are disjoint 
closed sets in W and hence 
pw- wccl,,(a-W,“Cl,,(~-w, 
and p W - W intersects both Cl,,( A - w) and Cl,,(fi - W). Hence p W - W is not 
a continuum. This proves the theorem. 0 
Definition. The space X is connected im kleinen at the point w E X means that if U 
is an open set containing w then there is a connected subset of U whose interior 
contains w. 
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The following theorems can be found in Moore [5]. 
Theorem Ml. If X is a IocaIly compact metric space and X is locally connected at w 
then X is connected im kleinen at w. 
Theorem M2. lf X is a compact metric space, w E X, and X is not connected im kleinen 
at w then there exists an open set R containing w so that if C is the component of 
ClxR containing w then there is a sequence {Z,}:_, of disjoint components of ClxR 
and a sequence {pi}:=, of points with sequential limit w and with p, E Z,. 
Theorem M3. Suppose X is a compact Hausdorff space, A and B are compact subsets 
of X and no subcontinuum of X intersects both A and B. Then X is the union of two 
disjoint closed sets one containing A and the other containing B. 
Lemma. Suppose X is a compact metric space and w E X. Suppose further than R is 
a region containing w so that ClxR - w is the union of two mutually separated sets 
U, and U,, and Z,, Z,, . . a sequence of subcontinua of ClxR - w with sequential 
limiting set L and L n U, # 0. Then L - w c U, and there is an integer n so that Z, c U, 
for all i > n. 
Proof. Since L n U, # $3 there is a point p belonging to L n U, . Note that U, and 
U, are open in CIXR. So there is an integer n so that Z, n U, # 0 for all i > n. Since 
Zi is a continuum, Z, c U, for all i> n and so Cl,(u~=,+, Z;)c CIXU,. Thus 
Lc CI,U, and since Cl,U, c U, u {w} we have L - w c CIXU, - w = U,. q 
Theorem 2. Suppose that X is a metric continuum, w E X, w is not a local cut point of 
X, and X is not connected im kleinen at w. Then p(X - w) -X is a decomposable 
continuum and only has one composant. 
Proof. Let W = X - w. By Theorem M2 there exists a region R containing w and 
there exists a sequence of disjoint components {Z,}:, of ClxR and a sequence of 
points { p,}z, with p, E Z, so that w is the sequential limit point of { P,};“_~. Let K 
be the component of ClxR containing w. 
Some subsequence of {Z,}z, has a sequential limiting set containing w so without 
loss of generality assume that {Z;}:“,, has a sequential limiting set L and Ln Z, = 0 
for all i. Also Lc K. 
For each integer i and each open set 0 containing Z, no subcontinuum of ClxR 
intersects both 2, and ClxR - 0. Thus ClxR is the union of two disjoint compact 
sets A and B containing ClxR - 0 and Z, respectively. Then by induction let us 
construct sequences {A,};“=, and { B,}z, of compact subsets of ClxR so that A, and 
Bi are disjoint compact sets and 
ClxR = A, u B,, Z,C B,, B, = S,,,(ZJ, 
BinK=O and BinBj=O if i#j. 
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Note that Ai and Bi can be constructed by letting the open set 0 defined above be 
1-1 
O=s,,,(Z,)-K-U B,-CIX fi z, . 
j=l ( > ,=i+1 
Also from these conditions it follows that {Bi}z, has sequential limiting set L and 
each Bi is clopen in CIXR. 
For each integer k let Rk = Sllk( w) and let BF = B, n ClxRk. Let k^ be an integer 
so that if k 3 k^ then ClxRk c R. For each positive integer ks k^ let Gk be the 
collection to which I belongs if and only if there is an increasing sequence {n,}:, 
of positive integers and a sequence { C,,}z, of continua such that C,,, is a component 
of Bk,, and I is the sequential limiting set of the sequence {C,,}. Note that every 
element of Gk is a subcontinuum of L and hence lJ Gk c K. Now Gk is a subspace 
of the hyperspace of subcontinua of K, C(K), and hence it is a separable metric 
space. (In fact with the hyperspace topology Gk is a compact subspace of C(K) 
which is also compact.) Let {IT},“=, be a dense subset of Gk with respect to the 
hyperspace topology. Consider Ii, there exists a subsequence {n,}z, of the positive 
integers and a sequence {M,}z, such that M, is a component of Bkc and Zi is the 
sequential limiting set of {M,}z”=,. Since {Z~}~l,k=l is a countable collection then 
by induction and using a diagonalization type argument we can find a subsequence 
{n,}zi of the positive integers so that for each k > i, 6” is a collection of continua, 
{IkY’}c=l is a sequence of continua, and {My};“=, is a sequence for each j so that 
the following hold: 
(1) Gk is the collection to which I belongs if and only if there is a sequence 
{C,_ }z, such that C,,_ is a component of Bk,nc, { m,}z, is an increasing sequence, 
and \C,,,}z, has sequential limiting set I; 
(2) {IkJ},“_i is a dense subset of G” with respect to the hyperspace topology, and 
(3) for each integer j, {M?}:, is a sequence such that My is a component of 
Bi, and Ik,’ is the sequential limiting set of {My}zj. 
For ease of notation let us assume that { Bt,}z”=, is the sequence { BF}:,. We wish 
to prove that w is not a local cut point of ClxR -Uz=, B,,. 
Suppose on the other hand that w is a local cut point of ClxR - Uz=, B,,. Then 
there exists an integer ks k^ so that Cl,Rk-Uz=, B3,,, - w is the union of two 
mutually separated point sets U, and U, so that w is a limit point of both of them. 
Thus 
ClxRk - fi B,, -w=Cl,Rk- fi B&,-w= lJlu U,. 
In=, m=l 
Claim 1. If JEek then J-WC U, and J-WC U,. 
Recall that J c U, u U, u {w}. Suppose that J E 6,“, J n U, # 0, and J n U, Z 0. 
Let x,E Jn U, and x,E Jn U,. 
Let 0, and O2 be open sets such that x, E 0,, X~E 02, 0, n CIXUz = 0, O2 n 
ClxU, = 0, and 0, n O2 = 0. Since { Ik.j}z, is dense in b”,_J E bk, and J intersects 
both 0, and O2 then there exists an integer ,i so that Zk,’ intersects both 0, and 
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Oz. By condition 3 above {A4:;}:, has sequential limiting set Ik*;. But then 
{kf~~_,}~=l also has 1’; as its sequential limiting set, and IJz=, Map_, u 
Ik,j c U, u U,u { w}. So by the lemma either lk*/- w c U, or Ik,’ - w c U,. But this 
contradicts the fact that Zk,; . Intersects both 0, and 0,. This establishes Claim 1. 
Claim 2. There exists a number E > 0 so that no component of lJz=, B$, 
intersects both S,( U, n Bd(Rk)) and S,( U2n Bd(R”)). 
Suppose that the claim is not true. Then for each E, = l/n there is a component 
G of Rik,,t sothat C,nSEm(U,nBd(Rk))#Oand C,nSE~(U2nBd(Rk))#0.Some 
subsequence {C,,,}:, of {C,,}z=‘=, has a sequential limiting set. Let J be the sequential 
limiting set of {C,,}:,. But then J n ( U, n Bd( Rk)) # 0 and J n ( U, n Bd( R”)) # 0. 
This contradicts Claim 1 since J E 6,“. This establishes Claim 2. 
Let E be a number given by Claim 2 and assume that E is chosen so that 
S,(U,nBd(Rk))n lJ,#@ and S,(U,nBd(R”))n U,=@ Let 
V,=SF,2(U,nBd(Rk))nCl,Rk and Vz=S,,,(U,nBd(Rk))nCIXRk. 
By Claim 2 for each integer m no component of B:,,, intersects both CIXV, and 
ClXV2. So by Theorem M3 Bl,,, is the union of two disjoint compact sets D:, and 
E:, so that D_tm n ClxV2 = 0 and E:,,, n ClxV, = 0. Since B$, was clopen in ClxRk 
then so are D:, and E:,. 
Let 
W, = U,u ; D&,-w, W,= Uzu fi E$,-w. 
m--l m=* 
By Claim 2 and the fact that 
ClxRk= U,u CJ,u{w}u fi Dtmu fi E&,, 
rn=l It=* 
we have 
ClxV,c U,u fi D;, -w and CIXVzc U,u fi Et,,, - w. 
m=, I?=, 
Thus, W,u W,=CIXRk-w and W,n W,=@ 
Claim 3. W, and W, are open in Cl,Rk. 
Suppose that the claim is not true. Without loss of generality let us assume that 
W, is not open in ClxRk and that p is a point of W, which is a limit point of 
ClxRk- W,.ThenpE U,uu~=, D$,-wandsinceUz=, D,k,isopeninRkthen 
p E U, . Since p cannot be a limit point of U, it follows that p is a limit point of 
I_):=, E:,. So let {xi}:, be a sequence of points of Uz=, Ei,,, which converges to 
p. Let xi E Et,,,, and suppose that C,+ is the component of El,,,, which contains xi. 
There exists a subsequence {C,,,, },“=, of { C,,,}z, that has a sequential limiting set 
J. Let ej denote C$. Then C?” & Bd( Rk) # 0. Let yj E 2, n Bd( Rk) and let y be a 
limit point of {y,}z:. Then y E Bd( Rk). Also, y E J and J c K c U, u U,u { w} so 
y E Bd( U,) u Bd( U,). But p E J and p E U, so by Claim 1, J - w c U, . Therefore 
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y & Bd( U,) and hence y E Bd( U,). But then y E V, and since V, is open there exists 
Yj E V, for some j. Therefore, 6, n V, # VJ and E,, n V, # fl which contradicts the 
definition of E,, . So W, must be open in ClxRk. This establishes Claim 3. 
Therefore C1,‘(Rk) - w = W, u W, and w is a limit point of both W, and W,. But 
then w is a local cut point of X which is a contradiction. Therefore w is not a local 
cut point of R - Uz=, B,,. Then by Theorem 1 
H = Cl,, 
( 
ClxR- fi B,,-w -W 
n, = I > 
is a continuum. Similarly 
S=Cl,_, 
( 
ClxR- fi B+i-w 
> 
-W and 
m=I 
T = Clp, 
( 
U,R- fi B,,_,-w 
> 
-W 
WI=, 
are continua. So H, S, and T are proper’ subcontinua of ,8 W - W no one of which 
is a subset of the union of the other two and /3 W - W = H u S u T. Hence /3 W - W 
is decomposable and has only one composant. q 
Corollary 2.1. If X is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum and w E X, then 
/3(X - w) -X is a decomposable continuum and has only one composant. 
Proof. No point of a hereditarily indecomposable continuum X is a local cut point 
of it so p (X - w) - X is a continuum. So the conclusion follows from Theorem 2 
and the fact that an indecomposable continuum is not connected im kleinen at any 
point. 0 
In contrast to Theorem 2 there are many cases where /3 W - W is indecomposable. 
The following theorem is a consequence of a theorem due to Bellamy and Rubin [2]. 
Theorem 3. Suppose I,, I,, . . . is a sequence of irreducible metric continua so that for 
each positive integer i> 1 I, is irreducible from Zip, to I,,, , W = Uyzu:, I, is locally 
compact, and I, n 4 # 0 if and only if Ii - jl4 1. Then B W - W is an indecomposable 
continuum. 
Theorem 4. Suppose X is deJned as in Theorem 3, that is X = UT=, I, where I, is a 
continuum, Zi is irreducible from Ii n I,_, to Ii n I,+, , Ii n I, # 0 only if /i - jl< 1 and 
X is locally compact. Then CH implies that /3X -X has 2’ composants. 
Proof. The argument essentially follows Rudin’s argument [6] with some added 
complications due to the fact that the continua {Ii}~r are not necessarily nice. 
Since PX -X has 2’ points it follows that /3X-X cannot have more than 2’ 
composants. Let pi E Ii - Ii-1 U Ii+, . Then P = { p,}z, is homeomorphic to the integers 
IV. So following [6] CH implies that there is a subset G of P* = BP - P of cardinality 
2’ such that if p and q are distinct points of G and f maps P onto itself and Bf(p) 
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and pf(q) are both in P" then pf( p) f pf( q). (Here Pf denotes the unique extension 
off to PP, and BP is identified with Cl,,Z’.) 
Let x and y be elements of G and suppose that they lie in the same composant 
of @X -X. Then there is a proper subcontinuum K of PX -X containing x and 
y. Let z E /?X -X - K and let U and V be open in PX so that: 
ZE U~Cl,,ZJ~ VcClpxVc/?X-K. 
Since neither x nor y lie in Cl,, V there are closed subsets of X Nx and Ny in x 
and y respectively so that Nx n V = 0 and Ny n V = 0. 
For each n we will define closed sets A,,, B,, and C,,. 
(In) If Z, n U=@ 
Then let A,=Z,,, B,=0= C,. 
(2n) If Z, n U f 0 and p,, E V. 
Then no subcontinuum of Z,, - U intersects both In-, n Z,, and Z,,,, n Z,,. So Z, - U 
is the union of two disjoint closed sets B, and C, containing In-i n Z,, and Z,,,, n Z,, 
respectively. Let A,, = 0. 
(3n) If Z,n UZ0 and P,,E V 
Then let Z,, be the component of Z, - U containing P,,. Note that _Z,, n V # 0, 
(a) if .Z, n I,,-, # 0. Then Z, - U is the union of two disjoint closed sets A, and 
C,, containing .Z,, u (Zn-i n I,,) and Z,,,, n Z, respectively. Let B, = 0. 
(b) if J, n Z,+, # 0. Then Z, - U is the union of two disjoint closed sets B, and 
A, containing In_, n Z,, and J,, u (Z,+r n Z,,) respectively. Let C,, = 0. 
(c) if Z, n (Z",,, u Z,_1) = 0. Then Z,, - U is the union of three disjoint closed sets 
B,, A,, and C,, containing In-, n I,,, J,,, and Z,,+, n Z,, respectively. 
Let n, be the first integer so that AnI is non-empty. 
Let m, be such that {Ai}z", is the maximal set so that Ai n Ai+, # 0 for n, 6 i < m,. 
We define Lj for each positive integer j inductively. Let L, = 0 and m, = 0. Suppose 
Lj has been defined for all j < k. Let nk be the first integer after mk_, so that A,, # 0. 
Let mk be such that the collection {A,}?,,* with Ai n Ai+, # 0 for all nk < i < mk is 
maximal. 
Let Lk be defined as follows. (In a sense Zk is the kth piece of X - U intersecting 
{PilEI.) 
(I) 1 nk occurs and nk = mk then let 
Lk = Gp-,u& u B,,+,, 
(II) Ink occurs and nk < mk, and lmk occurs then let 
Lk = &I u An, u A,,+, TV . . . u A,,, u B,,,, , 
(III) Ink OCCUrS, nk < mk and 3mka OCCUrS then let 
Lk=Cn~_,uAnkuAnl+,u"'uA,~, 
(IV) 3nka occurs then nk = mk and let 
Lk = cn,-I U An,, 
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(V) 3nkb occurs and nk = mk then let 
Lk=A,,uB”k+,, 
(VI) 34b, nk < mk, and lmk occurs then let 
Lk = A,, u A,,+, u . . . u An, u Bmr+,, 
(VII) 3nkb occurs, nk < mk, and 3mka occurs then let 
Lk = A,, u A,,,, u . . * u A,,, 
(VIII) 3nkc occurs then nk = mk and let 
Lk = A,,. 
The above list includes all the possible cases since 
(1) if 2n occurs then A,, = 0 and 
(2) if nk < mk then either Imk or 3mka has occurred. 
Notice that ({pi}zl) n (X - V) c UT=, Lk. 
Let f: P + P be a function of P onto P so that f( pn) = pi if pn E Li. Since Nx 
and Ny both do not intersect V and since both are unbounded it follows that 
pf(x) E PX -X and @f(y) E pX -X. Thus pf(x) # pf(y). So there exists closed sets 
Mx and My in the filters x and y respectively so that f( Mx) nf(My) = 0. Let 
Wx= Nxn Mx and Wy= Nyn My. 
Let L=lJE, Li, 
A={LiIpi Ef( Wx)I, B={LiJPiEf(WY)), 
Note that if i # j, Li and Lj are disjoint closed sets and for each pair Bk and Ck 
so that {Bk, Ck}C C we have that Bk, Ck, and L, are disjoint closed sets. Since 
f( Wx) nf( Wy) = 0 then A and B are disjoint closed sets. Note also that Au B u C = 
x- u. 
So A and B u C are disjoint closed sets whose union is X - U. So Cl,, (A) n 
Clp,(BuC)=O. Now KcpX-X-U and AuBuC=X-U so Kc 
p(Au BuC)=Clp,(A)uClp,(Bu C). But Wxc A so XE(&(A) and Wyc B 
so y E Cl,,( B u C). Thus K intersects both Cl,,(A) and Cl,,( B u C) which 
contradicts the fact that K is a continuum. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that X is a metric space, w E X, and there is a sequence of disjoint 
decomposable subcontinua of X -{w} with sequential limiting set {w}. Then p (X - 
{w}) - X is not hereditarily indecomposable. 
Proof. Let W = X -{w}. Y = p W - W. Let M, , M2, . . _ be the sequence of decom- 
posable continua with sequential limiting set {w}. Thus for each n there exist proper 
subcontinua H,, and K, with M,, = H, u K,. Let p,, E H,, - K,, q,, E K, - H,, and 
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r, E H,, n K,, for each n. Let 
H==Cl,w 
Q = Cl,,({q,)~=:=,) n Y, and R = Cl,,({r,,}~~I) n Y 
Let u E R. We claim that there is a subcontinuum of H containing u and intersecting 
P. Suppose not. Then by Theorem M3 H is the union of two disjoint compact sets 
M and N containing P and {u} respectively. Let U and V be open sets in p W 
such that M c U, N c V, and Cl,& nCl,,V=@ Since PC U there exists an 
integer m so that if n > m then p,, E U. Then if n > m, H, n U # 0. But u E V so if 
j is an integer then there exists an integer rrj >j so that r”, E V. (Otherwise no maximal 
filter of closed subsets of {rr}zI would lie in V.) 
Let k,, k2,. . . be an increasing sequence of integers so that k, > m and r,> E V for 
all positive integers i. Then for each integer i, Hk, intersects both U and V, but Hk, 
is connected so there is a point xk, in Hk, - ( U u V). But CIPw({xk,}Z,) n Y exists, 
is a subset of H, and does not intersect U u V. This is a contradiction. Therefore 
there is a subcontinuum ZP of H containing u and intersecting l? 
Similarly there is a subcontinuum I, of K containing u and intersecting Q. Since 
Q n H = 0 and P n K = 0 it follows that I, P IP and IP @ I,. Therefore I, u I, is a 
decomposable subcontinuum of Y 
Corollary 5.1. Zf A = [0, ~0) then PA-A is not hereditarily indecomposable. 
Theorem 6. Zf X is a metric continuum and w E X, then p(X -{w}) -X is not a 
hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
Proof. Assume that the theorem is false and that there exists a metric continuum 
X and a point w E X such that W = X -{w} and p W - W is a hereditarily indecom- 
posable continuum. Then by Theorem 1 w is not a local cut point of X. By Theorem 
5 there is a region R such that if I is a subcontinuum of Cl,R n (X - w) then I is 
hereditarily indecomposable. And by Theorem 2 X is connected im kleinen at w 
so there exists a continuum M lying in R with interior in X and with w E Intx( M). 
Let x E M - w then there exists a continuum N with x rf N, w E Int,N c N c Int,M. 
Let L be a continuum such that w E IntxL= Lc Int,N. Let I, be a subcontinuum 
of M which is irreducible from x to N. Let I2 be a subcontinuum of N which is 
irreducible from N n I, to L. Then x E I, and xE I,. Also I, n N c BdxN and so 
(Ln I*) n I, = 0 so I, u Z2 is a decomposable continuum lying in R which is a 
contradiction. 
Now we wish to establish the existence of hereditarily indecomposable continua 
in the remainder of some Stone-tech compactifications. We need the following 
theorem due to Krasinkiewicz [4] and a corollary. 
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Theorem K. The continuum X is hereditarily indecomposable if and only if whenever 
E and F are disjoint closed subsets of X and U is an open set intersecting every 
component of E then X is the union of two closed sets M and N so that E c M, F c N, 
andNnMcU--EVE 
The theorem was originally posed in the metric setting but the proof easily generalizes 
to compact Hausdorff spaces. The following corollary follows fairly easily from 
Theorem K. 
Corollary K. Suppose X is a compact Hausdorff space. Then every component of X is 
hereditarily indecomposable if and only if whenever K is a subcontinuum of X, U is 
an open set containing K and V is an open set intersecting K, then X is the union of 
two closed sets A and B so that K c A, X - ClxU c B, and A n B c V - K. 
Theorem 7. Suppose M, , M2, . . . is a discrete collection of disjoint hereditarily indecom- 
posable continua, X = I_):!, M,, and Y = /?X -X. Then every component of Y is 
hereditarily indecomposable and Y contains nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable 
continua. 
Proof. Let K be a subcontinuum of Y, 6 be an open set in /3X containing K, and 
let 0 be an open set in PX intersecting K. Let U, W, and V be open sets in pX 
such that VnKZ0, VcClpxVc~, KcU and Cl,,Vc UcClpxUc WC 
Cl,,W c fi For every positive integer n let L, = IJ {I 1 I in a component of 
(Cl,xU) n M,, which intersects Cl,,V}. Then L, is closed and we have: 
L, = Cl,.& c w, L,n(X- W)=@ 
Every component of L, intersects ? so by Theorem K, M, is the union of two 
closed point sets A, and B, so that L, c A,,, M,, - WC B,, and A, n B, c t 
Let 
A=Cl,, ,gAi 3 
( > 
B=C~,X ,G Bi . 
( > 
Claim 1. (An Y)u(Bn Y)= Y. 
Since X = (UT=“=, Ai) u (UT=, Bi) then for each maximal z-filter u either Uy=, Ai E 
u or IJy=“=, Bi E u so either u E A or u E B. Which establishes Claim 1. 
Claim 2. Y-WC Bn Y. 
By construction we have X - W c I_):=“=, Bi so Clpx(X - W) c B. Also Y - W c 
Cl,,(X - W) so Y - W c B n Y and Claim 2 is established. 
Claim3. AnBcc. 
Suppose u is a maximal z-filter, u E An B and u G i? Then u E A - t SO u contains 
a closed set L such that Lc I_)~=, Ai - c (in fact IJy=r Ai- PE u). But then Ln 
(UT=, B,) = 0, so (Cl,,L) n B = 0 and hence u & B. This is a contradiction so Claim 
3 must be true. 
Claim 4. K c A. 
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SupposenotanduEKwithu~A.ButuEUandu~AsouEB.SinceVnKfB 
there is a point v E Vn K and by definition v E A so there is a closed set J, in v so 
that J, c V and J, = lJF=, A,, and hence J, = lJz=, L,. Since u E A there is a closed 
set J,, E u which lies in CJ such that J,, n UT_, A, = 8. Since J,, n A, = II for all positive 
integers n it follows that J, n L, =(d for all positive integers n. So there is no 
subcontinuum of (ClxU) n M,, intersecting both L, and J, so it follows by Theorem 
M3 that (ClxU) n M,, is the union of two disjoint closed point sets D, and E, so 
that L, c D,, and J,, n M, c E,. So (ClxU)n M,, = D, u E,, therefore ClxU = 
CUE, D,)u(U~., E,) and CIB~U=CIP,(U~, D,)uClp~(U~~, E;). But D= 
Cl,,(UT=, D,) and E = Cl,,(UF1, E,) are disjoint and closed and 
J, c fi D, and J,, = fi E, 
i=l t-1 
so v E D and u E E. But K c U so K is not connected. This is a contradiction so 
Claim 4 is true. 
By Claims l-4 we have established that Y satisfies the conditions of Corollary 
K so every component of Y is hereditarily indecomposable. 
We need to verify that some component of Y is nondegenerate. Suppose on the 
contrary that every subcontinuum of Y is degenerate. For each positive integer n 
let P,, and Q,, be distinct points of M,,. Then P = Cl,, ({ P,,}Fxl) and Q = 
Cl,, ({ Q,,}T= ,) are disjoint closed point sets so Y contains no continuum intersecting 
Y n P and Y n Q. So by Theorem M3 Y is the union of two disjoint closed point 
sets H and K with Yn Pc H and YnQ c K. There exist disjoint open sets U 
and V in /3X containing H and K respectively. So Y c U n V. So there is an integer 
N so that {Pi}: N c U, { Qr}z N c V, and lJTz N M, c U u V. But this contradicts the 
connectedness of M,, for n > N. So some component of Y is nondegenerate. 0 
Corollary 7.1. If X is a nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable continuum and 
x E X, then /3(X -{x}) -X contains a hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
Proof. X contains a discrete collection {M,};“:, of hereditarily indecomposable 
continua with Cl,(uy=, Mi) = UE, Mi u {x}. 0 
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